What Makes a Good Resume?
(sample resume at http://wellington.lib.oh.us/resume%20sample.rtf )

¨	One page
¨	Easy to read
¨	Clearly states skills, knowledge and experience
¨	Shows accomplishments in numbers and facts
¨	Grabs reader’s attention
¨	Encourages questions during an interview
¨	Provides visibility after your interview

Formatting Checklist

¨	Start with 1” margins all around
¨	Choose a font that’s easy to read and at least 12 pt. in size
¨	Use numerals instead of spelling out the number (25 not twenty-five)
¨	Use bullet points instead of paragraphs to describe your accomplishments (Only use bullets if you have more than one item in each list; otherwise leave it off)
¨	Use the dollar sign instead of spelling out “dollars” ($8 million not 8 million dollars)
¨	Use the zip-code format for your state (OH not Oh)
¨	Dates on right side
¨	Use periods at end of all statements or no periods on any; be consistent
¨	No “s” on verbs (supervise (if current position), not supervises…personnel)
¨	For past positions, use –ed on descriptions (supervised, not supervise or supervises)
¨	Use a summary statement at the top rather than an objective
¨	Don’t use industry jargon or acronyms – spell it out
¨	Spell check, double check, and have someone else read your resume
¨	Read statements out loud to make sure they make sense
¨	Give specific numeric examples whenever possible – quantify
¨	Save your resume as .RTF (Rich Text Format) so that anyone can open it

Summary Statements

A Summary Statement is a brief overview of your qualifications. It is usually placed after the name, address and phone number and includes a recap of what the reader will find in the resume, using a few key words.  (Write this after you’ve completed the rest of the resume, even though it goes at the top.) Sample wording includes:
¨	10 years experience as manager of a construction crew
¨	First employee to receive recognition for…
¨	Awarded Employee-of-the-Month 2 months
¨	4 years as sales manager, breaking sales records in 2 of those years
¨	Supervised a crew of 37 people

Don’t take up valuable resume “real estate” with generic descriptions such as “great communication skills” or “team player” or “customer service oriented” – be specific!

Developing Accomplishment Statements

Accomplishment statements are listed under each job title and include concrete 	examples of your qualifications and abilities. They show what you can contribute to your employer’s goals.

Accomplishment statements have two parts:
¨	The results or benefits due to your work.
¨	The action steps you took to achieve those results.

Use strong action words when developing your accomplishment statements.
¨	Instead of “Responsible for assigning work” try “Directed team of 3 to complete work assignments on time.”
¨	Instead of “Learned computer skills” try “Developed and strengthened computer skills using Microsoft Office programs.”
¨	Instead of “Resource for several other employees for learning new equipment and     proper safety procedures on assembly line” try “Provided ongoing training to 3 employees in efficient and safe use of CNC machine.”

Quantify whenever possible.
¨	“Reduced average parts inventory by $11,000.”
¨	“98% customer satisfaction through quality control efforts.”

List the most important accomplishment statement at the top under each job title.

When developing your accomplishment statements, first state the benefit to the employer and then what you did to make it happen.
¨	“Increased profits by 10% by eliminating unnecessary paperwork.”
¨	“Reduced time on service calls by 15% by dispatching technicians 	geographically.”
¨	“Broke 2 sales records in 4 months by setting measurable goals for each sales representative.”

Look at your accomplishment statements on your resume and ask:
¨	Does the statement begin with an action word?
¨	Is there a variety of verbs?
¨	Are unnecessary words eliminated?
¨	Have I quantified everything that can be quantified?
¨	Have the results been stated before the action?
¨	Is the statement clear, concise and true?
¨	Have I listed the most important accomplishment at the top under each job title?

Key Words for Accomplishment Statements
Use these action words to help you develop your accomplishment statements.

achieved			created			informed			received
accelerated			dealt with			inspected			recommended
acted				decreased			instituted			reconciled
active in			defined			instructed			recruited
adapted			delegated			integrated			reduced
addressed			demonstrated		interpreted			referred
adjusted			described			interviewed			reinforced
administered			designated			influenced			relayed
advised			designed			introduced			reported
advocated			determined			investigated			represented
allocated			developed			involved			researched
analyzed			directed			launched			resolved
applied			distributed			led				revamped
appointed			documented			learned			redesigned
appraised			drafted			lectured			reviewed
approved			edited				located			revised
arranged			educated			maintained			scheduled
articulated			effected			managed			screened
assembled			eliminated			marketed			selected
assessed			encouraged			mediated			set up
assigned			engaged			modified			sold
assimilated			enlarged			molded			solved
assisted			enlisted			monitored			spoke
assumed			established			motivated			started
attained			estimated			negotiated			stimulated
balanced			evaluated			renegotiated			structured
budgeted			reevaluated			observed			streamlined
catalogued			examined			ordered			studied
chaired			expanded			organized			submitted
clarified			expedited			originated			succeeded
classified			facilitated			participated			suggested
collected			followed up			perceived			summarized
communicated		forecasted			performed			supervised
compared			formulated			persuaded			supplied
compiled			founded			planned			supported
completed			functioned			pinpointed			surveyed
composed			gathered			prepared			taught
coordinated			generated			presented			tested
conceived			guided			processed			trained
conducted			handled			produced			translated
consolidated			helped			programmed			tutored
consulted			identified			promoted			updated
contacted			illustrated			proposed			utilized
contributed			implemented			proved			wrote
controlled			improved			provided			versatile
unique			mastered			activated			simplified
experienced			corrected			improvised			proficient
corresponded		increased			published			counseled


